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WHEN YOU ARE EIN

RESISTANCE IT

MEANS THAT YOU

ARE WHITE-

KNUCKLING IT

YOURSELF INSTEAD

OF ALLOWING

SOURCE IN.
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Welcome to the second pillar of the 6 pillars of thriving - Overcoming

Resistance and Blocks! 

When we have resistance in our lives (we all do, all the time!) - it is

natural to want to fix it however this month we will be looking at

resistance through a new lens. 

What resistance means - it is where you need to soften

It is where you need to ALLOW Source into the equation instead of

white-knuckling it. 

RESISTANCE

You are either in love or resisting love. 

Resistance is any time we are not in love.

When you're feeling... stuck, grumpy, judgemental, small, insecure,

aggressive, worried, burdened etc this is THE signal that you are in

resistance of love.

You are not on the same frequency as love (Source) therefor it causes

a mismatch and you feel off.

Oil and water

Sandpaper and skin.

Like the radio dial turned juuuust off the centre, where there is constant

static. 

Also you MISS the flow of love when you are in resistance because -

well, you're in resistance and not in love. You picked the wrong river. 



 

 

 

How do I feel right now? 

 

This will tell you if you're in

resistance or love.

 

When you feel off emotionally, it is

an indicator warning that you are

staying from love. Usually it is your

thoughts that have caused this. You

can ask yourself "What am I

believing here that isn't ultimately

true?" 
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APARIGRAHA

In Hinduism aparigraha is "non grasping". The idea

that no one possesses anything. 

To me this says allowing life to be abd flow without

"sticking" to us. Not grasping on to what should be,

will be, could have been. Not attaching to outcomes

and expectations.

Often we are grapsing and holding on tightly to life,

relationships and circumstances — then we lose it

when it changes.

You can practice aparigraha by:

Letting go of things that you dont need any more

Breathing. Not holding breath, allowing it to flow

Releassing negative emotions

Forgiving

Offering up everything to source

Letting goof "My" 



APARIGRAHA
"NOTHING
BELONGS 

TO ME"
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OFFERING IT UP

You can inquire into your blocks all day if you truly

want but the absolutely best way to navigate

resistance in my opinion is to pass it up or in other

words - surrender. 

This month you will focus on this practice and then if

you feel led and inspired to do other "work" - go for

it. 

Surrender your daily issues and struggles to love. Try

casting the burden, just for this month and see how it

feels.  

This isn't about being passive or accepting it, this is

about allowing Source into the picture. Asking for

help, creative solutions and miracles. Opening up to

THE FLOW instead of white-knuckling it.
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Life is not your source of energy, Source is. When

you let life steer you, you get thrown around. You

let negative things impact you, you "let it all in" 

When you let Source steer you - you remain in

the flow. 

How you surrender and the words you use are

totally up to you and here is a great starting

point (and what I do): 

"I pass this over to love - show me the way"

OFFERING UP RITUAL (in detail on next page)

1. Acknowledge you are in resistance

2. Pause

3. Offer it up to love

4. Relief

5. Rest and know you'll be shown



Pause. Take a deep breath, feel into the sensations that

come along with this problem.

Write

Pause, write more if you feel led to and say "thank you" to

close your mini-offering ceremony. 

I acknowledge that I am in resistance with...

"I offer this whole situation over to love - please show me

the way"
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End with gratitude

Meditate after

Go in to detail about what you want to offer up "I offer up the

hurt, the pain the confusion" etc. 

Frequently offer up big things like projects, goals, your path

etc 

Interchange "love" with Source, Universe, God, Guides etc 

Say it outloud instead of writing, feel it in your body

 

MORE OPTIONS

 



 

self sabotage

getting enough rest

your relationships

your financial situation

overwhelm felt in the grocery store

not feeling like you have enough time 

finding exercise/movement that you enjoy

being drawn to higher vibrational food 

creating quiet + stillness in your schedule

finding a mater

repeating cycles

your need to please people / not say no

your next step

needing to do something scary

how you will achieve a goal

the passing of a loved one or animal

finding the right mentor, counsellor, course, school etc

grief

confidence

healing from trauma safely

sickness

the day

a promotion

an ongoing struggle with family, a boss, friend etc

you not being able to surrender control 

 

THINGS YOU CAN OFFER UP
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Where am I carrying resistance?

What resistance do I wish to soften the most?

What area of life if healed would offer the

biggest reward?



Thank you so much for being a part of this special

space. It means the world to be to be able to help

you in any way that I can. 

 

This month will be powerful in so many ways.

Practicing surrender in an active way will move the

pieces in your life fast. 

 

Remember - you can pass anything over and you'll

always be held, loved and guided through.

 

Share with us in the Gathering Space what you are

offering up and how it feels to you.

You are amazing! 

Loving you always and in all ways, 
 

talia

Want to work together 1:1? Check out the VIP levels

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14F3MAY9C26DOeXpCaBblISw6z45pEkxN/view

